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Crusher Jaw Plate introduce:

Jaw plate is major component of
large jaw crusher. It is widely used in
the mine industry, chemical
engineering, cement industry, steel and
iron industry, etc. Great Wall Steel
Casting Company carries out the
technology improvement and
innovation in making the casting parts
by summarizing our cast experience.
The large movable jaw parts designed

and manufactured from Great Wall Steel Casting Company are advanced.

The kinds of our crusher Jaw Plate:

1.Stone jaw plate
Great Wall Steel Casting Company

supply stone Jaw Plates, Crusher Jaw
Plate that is widely demanded in stone
crusher industries. These are available in
weight of 4000KGper piece. These are
available in exact measurement or
specification and are designed as per the
Industrial norms. We offer the steel
castings at competitive prices throughout
the world.

We produce Jaw Plates like:

Bullet Kamal
Engineering

Crown CCS

Sayaji Mesto Apollo Sandvick

Almedia BI Pegson Dhiman Puzzolana

Stanis Voltas BHP Titan

Ashoka Ecoman Deepa Nawa

Ruby
Regular

Toras Pakur
Agarwal

Almedia
brother

Ruby Taurion Sisco Almedia
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Super Engg.

Jain
Marshal

Omkar J.K. Nordberg

Mini
Marshal

Svedala Super
Diamond

Sing
Engg.

Diamond Girnar Laxmi Terex
Pegson

MechTech Michael Bhartia Torsa

2.Manganese Jaw Plates

Customers can avail from us an
excellent quality range of Manganese
Jaw Plates. These Manganese Jaw
Plates are available in various sizes
and specifications. Our Manganese
Jaw Plates can be customized as per
our customers specifications and it
can be availed at most reasonable
price.

Our Crusher jaw Plate Advertages:

1. The particular heat treatment technology is applied in jaw plate
manufacturing by Great Wall Steel Casting Company, which makes product
structure optimized and hardness improved. The product performance is also
enhanced greatly.

2. The jaw plate are made by high strength steel. To ensure stability of
component during long time operation and extend its service life, Great Wall
Casting also take the product optimization according to operation
characteristics of jaw crusher.

3. Great Wall Steel Casting Company has high production capability in
steel castings. For components such as movable jaw, we can take a batch
manufacturing order in a very short period and with large production capacity.
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